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Copy to: The Leaders of all Scottish local authorities

r February 2015

TEACHER NUMBERS 2015-16

Further to my letter of 9 October 2014 setting out the terms of the local government finance
settlement for 2015-16, I write now to confirm the terms of a revised offer and commitment
with regard to teacher numbers.

The Scottish Government has been consistent in our commitment to maintain teacher
numbers in line with pupil numbers as a central part of our priority to raise attainment and we
have provided significant additional funding through the settlement specifically to support
that commitment.

As part of this year's budget process we agreed to enter discussions with COSLA on moving
towards an outcomes based approach to educational including teacher numbers. However,
as a result of the disappointing results of the Pupil and Teacher census published in
December, which saw the number of teachers decline last year and the ratio of pupils to
teachers rise, the Scottish Government advised COSLA that we had cause to review our
approach.

As I was at pains to stress in my statement to Parliament yesterday in the debate on the
Budget Bill, we have worked successfully in partnership with local authorities through
COS LA and the Government remains fully committed to that partnership.

In recent discussion with COSLA, and in line with our objective to maintain teacher numbers,
I have offered to suspend the penalty for 2014-15 that the Government would otherwise
have been entitled to apply as a result of the rise in Pupil - Teacher Ratio (PTR) shown in
the Pupil Teacher Census published in December 2014. I also offered to provide a further
£10 million, the amount requested by COSLA, in 2015-16 on top of the £41 million already
included in the settlement allocation to support the employment of teachers.
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However, so far, COSLA Leaders have collectively been unable to agree what I consider to
be a fair and generous offer of funding support from the Government to maintain teacher
numbers.

Given that I was addressing the final stage of the Budget Bill in Parliament yesterday, I
therefore had no alternative, in order to protect teacher numbers and deliver the educational
standards we want to see, but to make that funding available on a council by council basis to
those who are prepared to sign up to a clear commitment to protect teacher numbers.

Specifically, individual local authorities are invited to agree formally for 2015-16 to protect the
number of teachers within their authority in order to secure:

• The maintenance as a minimum of the total number of teachers employed by
individual local authorities at 2014-15 levels and also the maintenance, as a
maximum, of Pupil Teacher Ratio for schools within their authority at the 2014-15
levels, for each individual local authority both as reported in the Pupil and Teacher
Census published in December 2014; and

• Places for all probationers who require one under the teacher induction scheme.

In return, provided local authorities sign up to the terms of the offer the £41 million already
included in the settlement will continue to be available from the start of the new financial year
as planned. Provided the commitment is met, as confirmed in the publication of the annual
Pupil Teacher Census statistics in December 2015, the Scottish Government will make
available a share of an additional £10 million for 2015-16 to those authorities in recognition
of the general budget pressures authorities are facing to help ensure the delivery of the
teacher numbers commitment. A failure to deliver will also result in a further clawback in
relation to the £41 million funding currently included in the settlement.

Delivery of this commitment will be monitored and the Scottish Government will gather
updated information on teacher numbers at an individual local authority level in March, June
and August 2015. This may be subject to review if this information identifies a potential
failure to deliver.

However, any council which does not formally make that commitment and demonstrate that
it can be achieved will have their share of the £41 million removed from their settlement
allocation before the start of the new financial year.

I will require all Council Leaders to write to me confirming that they intend to take up the
terms of this revised offer and agree to deliver the revised teachers commitment set out
above by no later than 20 February in order to enable appropriate funding to be available.

Looking ahead, work on an educational outcome based approach which we have embarked
on jointly to consider a broader range of indicators of improvement, and which would also
include teacher numbers as an important contributory factor, will continue over the course of
2015-16 and continue to engage other parties, in particular trade unions, parent bodies and
others with an interest in educational outcomes.
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All other terms of the local government finance settlement offer for 2015-16, including the
commitment to deliver a council tax freeze, as set out in my letter of 9 October 2014 remain
unchanged.
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